or by [3] , the stable homeomorphism conjecture is true in these dimensions, so M has a stable structure. By [4] , TI(M) is generated by imbedded one spheres with product neighborhoods. 
That is, perform surgery on M to kill 7ri(M). 
, so by Lashof and Rothenberg, M' has a PL structure agreeing with the given PL structure on dM'. Just as in Theorem 1, Mi then has a PL structure agreeing with the given PL structure of dMi=dM'.
Let W=M-\Mfi{S\XD n -2 )). A {Ui\ Z 2 )=SP(dUi\ Z 2 )=0, so by Lashof and Rothenberg, the triangulation on d Ui extends to a PL triangulation of Z7». Doing this for each i we get a PL structure on M that agrees with the given PL structure on dM.
I have been told that R. C. Kirby and/or L. C. Siebenman have proved a stronger result independently and previously. Theorems 1 and 2 may still be of interest, however, in that the proofs remain valid without the condition on the cohomology groups, provided one can remove this condition in the theorem of Lashof-Rothenberg. BIBLIOGRAPHY 
